CONCEALED CISTERN FIXING INSTRUCTIONS
Position and fix the cistern support bracket in the centre of the furniture unit or wall ensuring the indicator
tabs are both level, and the centre line is in-line with the toilet pan inlet.
Note: There are three holes for fixing the bracket to the wall. It is advised to draw a vertical line down the
wall, in line with the centre of the pan flushing hole. Fix the first screw through the centre hole of the bracket
on this line which will allow easy horizontal alignment and correct positioning. Ensure there is enough room
for the flush bend to be fitted. Fix the bracket into its final horizontal position with the remaining two holes.
Fitting to bracket
When the bracket is fixed, the cistern can be clipped on. Hold the cistern centrally aligning the bracket lugs
with the recesses in the back face of the cistern. Gradually lower the cistern to engage the lugs and push
down until the clip snaps into place. Only modest lateral movement should now be possible to assist with
pan alignment.
The cistern comes with a pre-fitted filling valve and evacuation valve so that no further adjustment is necessary. All that is required is to make the appropriate connection to the water supply.
Note it is advisable to install an appropriate service valve.
Cut the flush pipe to the correct length, this should be long enough to go at least 25mm into the base of the
drop valve thread sticking out of the bottom of the cistern. At this stage the coupling nut needs only to be
hand tight. Connect the pan connector onto the remaining end of pipe. (You can use water as a lubricant to
slide this on.)
Align the toilet pan flush hole to the pan connector on the flush bend and then insert pan connector into the
flush hole so that the pan goes flush with the back wall.
Tighten the coupling nut on the drop valve thread to ensure a leak proof joint.
For furniture deeper than 300mm the cable end should be fed out of the slot to the outside of the cistern
and over t to the button side for connection.
For furniture less than 300mm deep, the cable should be inside the cistern and the cable end attached
through the machined slots.
You can now fit the push button.
Ensure the cable is routed through the correct slot before connecting the button.
Always support the facia when button is fitted. Do not hang the front facia or any heavy weight on
the cable.
Ensure the push button operates the drop valve correctly and does not resist operational performance before fitting the final covers / facia / lids in place.

